PARIS, MAY 16, 2019

QUANTIC DREAM ANNOUNCES PRE-ORDER AND LAUNCH DATES FOR LEGACY
TITLES ON EPIC GAMES STORE
Quantic Dream S.A., the French video game studio at the forefront of interactive storytelling, announced today the
official launch dates for three of its most popular and critically-acclaimed titles: Heavy Rain, Beyond: Two Souls, and
Detroit: Become Human, exclusively on the Epic Games Store. All three titles are now available for pre-order.
Before the titles launch on the Epic Games store, players will be able to experience a free sizeable demo of each
game about a month before each game’s release. “Bringing our last three interactive dramas to the PC platform will
enable new audiences to experience what Quantic Dream games are all about,” said Guillaume de Fondaumière,
co-CEO of Quantic Dream. “Through these demos, gamers will have the opportunity to look into the hard work and
dedication we have put into the PC versions of our beloved titles. For those who have never played a Quantic Dream
title, this will be a great opportunity to experience the unique nature of our games.”
The Heavy Rain demo will be available to players on May 24, 2019, with the full game launching on June 24, 2019 for
19,90€. The Beyond: Two Souls demo will be available June 27, 2019, followed by the full game launch on July 22,
2019 for 19,90€. The Detroit: Become Human demo will be available later this summer, with the full game launching
for 39,90€ later this fall.

About Quantic Dream
Quantic Dream is a French video game studio that leads the world in interactive storytelling. Founded 22 years ago
by David Cage to create AAA games based on emotion and interactive storytelling, Quantic Dream has been at the
forefront of innovation in narrative, popularizing the genre of choice-dependent stories. The studio, that worked
exclusively with Sony during the past 12 years, created thought-provoking games like FahrenheitTM (aka Indigo
Prophecy in North America), Heavy RainTM, Beyond: Two SoulsTM, and more recently Detroit: Become HumanTM.
The studio’s medium-defining titles have showcased world-class talents including David Bowie, Ellen Page, Willem
Dafoe, Hans Zimmer and Jesse Williams. Quantic Dream has developed proprietary technologies and original franchises since its creation, with the support of millions of gamers around the world.
For more information, please visit: http://www.quanticdream.com
Follow Quantic Dream online:
Twitter: @Quantic_Dream
Instagram: @QuanticDreamGames
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/officialquanticdream/
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